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Highway Department January 2014 Monthly Report:
Snow and Ice Control was the primary duty for the past month. During the month of January
either our full crew or partial crew conducted snow and ice removal operations on 20 separate
days. These include days with storms, days with windblown drifts, days pretreating, and days
cleaning up following storms
Between snow/ice storms we continued to clean, inspect and repair our equipment
Spent one day patching potholes
We finished building a raised storage area inside our Highway Garage. This will optimize our
floor space. The materials we are using is lumber salvaged from the stage that was used for
Community Day
Our department removed the decorations from the town properties after the Holidays. A
special thanks should go to Skip Mccagg, the owner of Busy Beaver for helping us put up and
take down the lights.
We started the inspection and inventory of every road sign in town. Each signs location and
condition will be entered into our highway software program.
Two days were spent chipping trees and limbs
Inter-departmental assistance the Highway Department provided:
Town
Painted the hallways in the Town Hall
Park
Continued to assist the Park with maintaining the ice rink
Replaced the nets on the hockey goals

Inter-municipal Cooperation included:
Town of Ancram
We welded on their bucket truck, replacing the box floor
Assisted them in servicing a plow truck on our truck lift
Community Rescue Squad
I plowed and sanded a private road on which they had an ambulance stuck
during an emergency call. 911 emergency dispatchers called me during a
overnight snow storm requesting my assistance
Copake Fire Company
Repaired the truck mounted flood lights on 14-1
Worked on the battery shutoff switch on 14-1
Diagnosed transmission problem on 14-1
Repaired the light bar on 14-8

